Well... where do we start...
I must say I had heard from various sources to be very careful about who we chose as our celebrant as it
could really change the flavour and experience of our day.
This scared me... When I googled wedding celebrants I was immediately overwhelmed with the quantity
available and then the intense advertising some wedding celebrants chose to go with... I watched
YouTube videos of some of their videos and I cringed, some were so awkward! I started asking everyone
i knew, that had been married before, how they had chosen their celebrant. Lucky for me everyone i
knew had been married in a church by a priest!
Upon one google search I found your blog. I started reading one night and found myself cracking up
laughing at the way you put your spin on a wedding celebration and how you pulled fun at the very
things i dreaded a wedding could be. I immediately called Morné over and we both shared a laugh, I felt
like you felt the same way as we did about weddings, we didn't want stuffy and formal, we were having
a wedding with 35 guests, we wanted intimate, funny and light hearted but at the same time respectful
of the decision we had made to spend our lives together. It was a marriage between an Australian and a
South African, 2 very different people but at the same time 2 people who knew exactly how they felt a
wedding should go. You got it spot on!
I was so grateful for the time you spent with us, listening to us ramble about our little love story and
making us feel like it was the first one you'd ever heard.
It really showed on our day, our ceremony was so sweet and intimate and FUNNY! We were both so
nervous on the day, I speak for myself I nearly cried at how overwhelming the experience was, but I felt
so at home and comfortable when I reached you and Morné. I thought everything is going to be ok now,
Wendy has everything under control... and I calmed down and took some time to appreciate what was
happening.
We had so many of our guests come to us throughout the reception and even weeks after our wedding
commenting on the way you portrayed our story and how they learnt a lot about us and our life
together just from the story you told.
Amazing... I couldn't have asked for it any other way, it was exactly the way I dreamt it would be.
You are an amazing writer and have such a funny and witty way of putting things together.
We both really enjoyed our day, when everything can become overwhelming you made us remember
what we were there for.
:)
Thanks again Wendy xx

